
 

Release Notes: GridPro v6.6 

List of new features: 

1. Blocks and surfaces can be labeled using groups. 

2. Blocks are represented with shrink transparent blocks along with different color 

coding. 

3. New button is added for Error and Blocks toggling. 

4. Reset button is added to many dialog boxes. 

5. Feedbacks when there is an empty/inappropriate corner/surface group is used for 

any operation. 

6. Validity check displays more appropriate messages. 

7. Ggrid can be run on topology groups. 

8. Advance grid scheduler is implemented in the UI. 

9. Grid nodes can be moved on the screen Z axis for tweaking the quality. 

10. Grid block faces can be extruded along an axis. 

11. Boundary layer clustering is implemented in the UI. 

12. Block merge and Grid merge are implemented in the UI. 

13. Left handed blocks can be identified and modified using the Quality button. 

14. Bad blocks/cells display is enhanced for easier identification. 

15. Added an option to save the property file alone. 

16. Export the triangulated mesh as a 2D linear file for 2D analysis. 

17. Support for KIVA format and CGNS higher order elements. 

18. New videos are added to our YouTube channel, “GridPro Meshing”. 

List of functions whose capabilities are improved/modified: 

1. All the files are being written with 12 digit precision. 

2. Relative file path is used to save all the surface information in the fra file. 

3. Workplane handle display is enhanced to indicate the rotational axis. 

4. XYZ periodic surface display is enhanced to indicate the periodic boundaries. 

5. Surfaces created using Internal Surface command are replaced if exists instead of 

appending every time. 

6. Input can be provided in matrix form for LoadTemplate. 

7. Link can be used to create triangular (pyramid shaped) blocks after conforming in 

the dialog box by the user. 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8HnWszI85FsZhRcYrZ-6ew


 

8. Wrap dialog box is visually enhanced. 

9. Internal wrap can automatically re-assign the corners and output a valid topology. 

10. Copy can function similar to wrap in terms of assignment inheritance. 

11. Rotate/Mirror can be used for either corner, surface or both groups. 

12. Scale under Transform can be executed for all 3 axis individually. 

13. Gridden option is now added to the Density dialog box. 

14. All the Ggrid related options are implemented under Schedule dialog box for 

easier access. 

15. Edit section is added to Grid tab with its respective tools. 

16. Export the triangulated mesh directly into the surface tab as GridPro surfaces. 

17. Fluent converter is enhanced to accommodate 2D grids also. 

Bug fixes: 

1. Fixed crash while reloading the plane dialog box. 

2. Fixed crash while loading the templates multiple times. 

3. Fixed bug in group fitting the workplane to a single corner. 

4. Fixed bug in internal surface tool where it does not retain the current working 

directory. 

5. Fixed bug in internal surface where it does not work if the working directory has 

white space. 

6. Fixed crash while splitting the surface which is not possible to be split. 

7. Fixed bug in surface to wireframe where it runs in loop. 

8. Fixed bug in split where it saves the surface as quad by default instead of tria. 

9. Fixed bug in loading a topology from a directory with white space. 

10. Fixed bug in saving a topology in MAC where it does not take .fra as default 

extension. 

11. Fixed bug where corner dragging is not considered in UNDO. 

12. Fixed bug in few operations where undo after an operation takes 2 steps to go 

back to the desired topology. 

13. Fixed bug in linking corners. 

14. Fixed bug in Multi-insert where it kills the active corner group. 

15. Fixed bug in insert on a periodic staggering case. 

16. Fixed bug in density where it resets after executing some operations. 



 

17. Fixed crash while executing internal wrap if the corner group does not satisfy the 

internal wrap  

18. Fixed bug where WS runs in background process even after closing the UI. 

19. Fixed bug where Ggrid runs in background process even after closing the UI. 

20. Fixed bug in Mesh button where it does not work after trimming the blocks. 

21. Fixed crash while loading a grid with mismatch pty file. 

22. Fixed bug in cursor selection where it does not work if the screen is clipped in 

grid tab. 

23. Fixed few bugs related to the software installation in various platforms. 


